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About This Game

Based on the award winning Block'hood, this VR version of Block'hood invites you to an immersive city building experience!

Block’hood VR is a neighborhood-building simulator that celebrates the diversity and experimentation of cities and the unique
ecosystems within them. Budding city planners will have access to 200+ building blocks to arrange and combine and to create

unique neighborhoods and discover the implications of their designs. The game will embark on a story of ecology and
understanding as additional resources are always needed to unlock new blocks, configurations, and combinations to create more
prosperous neighborhoods. Throughout the design process, players will need to avoid the decay of their city blocks by making

sure each unit doesn’t run out of resources and become a strain on the complimentary units around them.
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Envision Your Neighborhood: Consider what Blocks are necessary for your neighborhood to thrive. There are no boundaries of
what you can create with an expanding library of 200+ blocks.

Generate Resources: Each Block you create has inputs and outputs and by understanding how each block is dependent on other
blocks, you can create a productive network. Optimize your production and generate abundant resources for the dozens of

intricate symbiotic relationships in your neighborhood

Avoid Decay: If blocks don't receive the inputs they need, they will decay over time and slowly become abandoned or
destroyed. Once a block is abandoned or destroyed, you will have to remove it and avoid it from making other blocks decay

further. Be careful as seeking an utopian neighborhood carelessly, can lead to dystopia.

Unique Modes: Neighborhood designers can enjoy the new Story Mode, Sandbox Mode, and Challenge Mode with modes for
unique and engaging experience for players of all types.
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Title: Block'hood VR
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Plethora-Project LLC, General Arcade
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: HDMI 1.3, 2 USB 3.0 ports. VR Only!

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I really like this game. Its a fun and easy to understand game. There are challenges as well as a free play mode and lots of
different buildings to use. The game reminds me of games like sim city and I always loved to play that game when I was
younger.

Some things that could use some improvement
-It could use a little bit of work on the touch menus because they go away the moment your hand isn't on them. Maybe a timer
or a back button would go a long way to making that better.
-I also think that a game like this where you build towers should have easy access to the up down splice buttons. Using a second
menu level instead of just having them under the pause and play button on the right seems like an odd move due to how ofen
you probably use it.
-There should be some axis inverse options for the camera. Its not a big problem but its a bit annoying from time to time to
move the wrong way. Up and down make me move up and down, but left and right make me move right and left.

With all that said, I'd say for what the game is trying to do and what it did, I would still give this game a 9\/10. Just because most
of the things that could use improvement didn't detract from the game. It's the same half-finished game but in VR. It's pretty
good. Controls are butt
5\/10 but still recommended because VR. I want to love this game SO BAD - the aesthetics & game mechanics are awesome &
it looks so good in VR. However, the camera controls make this basically unplayable for me. I just about lost my mind trying to
get my "block" island to be on a level plane & ended up with it floating upside down over my head a few times. It really needs
some easily accessible auto snapping \/ camera reset options - once that's addressed, it'll be awesome!. Runs poorly on vive...

No programming expert, but to my understanding the issue is caused by this:
  The Vive controllers has pressure sensative Triggers, Blockhood seems to just look for a trigger imput without factoring a
pressure threshhold, Resulting in miss clicking all over the place.

As a result, the click interface is next to unusable... Dissapointed because the game looks up my ally. :\/. 10\/10 (played in VR)
Wow! What a brilliant game! This is for the player who wants a management sim where they can examine all of thier inputs and
outputs. One tiny new purchase sets everything out of balance. There is massive replayability here, and this is well worth your
hard-earned.
DEVELOPERS: need to match rate of increase of resources to the item descriptions. If the unit says it will produce +2 fresh air,
and the information says it actually produces +0.13, this is confusing for my poor brain. No biggy. Just a tip to improve this
game in future patch maybe.
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This game is a really cool concept that works very well for VR and has serious potential. The controls need a lot of work, on
Oculus atleast. For one, in order to move through the thumbstick menu's you have to click the stick in, which doesnt work very
well. Then, If your thumb leaves the stick the slightest bit the whole menu disapeears. Its just a hassle to navigate through the
menu and could be done much better, with say a secondary button click and menu that stays up till you close it. The controls
push me away but the look and feel makeme want to keep playing. Ill update if I play more but Ill cautiously recomend for now.
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